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To the Mayor and Berkeley City Council,

My name is Corey Shedoudy and I was a Berkeley Police Officer from November
2014 until my termination on August 31 2021.  My termination is currently in the
arbitration process, and I expect my termination will not be upheld for, amongst
other reasons, I have the truth on my side.  Regardless, the purpose of this letter
today is to ask of you to delay making permanent interim BPD Chief Jennifer Louis
at your November 15th meeting.  

My latest assignment at BPD was on the Downtown Task Force from October
2019 - September 2020 and the BPD Bike Force beginning in September 2020. 
During the course of my week-long arbitration hearing, evidence was uncovered
that exposed the unethical and illegal practice of arrest quotas of downtown
unhoused ordered by Sgt. Darren Kacalek to DTF/Bike Force that began when
Chief Louis was a BPD Police Captain and continued after she was named Interim
Chief.  

DTF/Bike Force was ordered by Sgt. Kacalek to make 100 arrests per month,
which was at the time more than the rest of the Police department combined.  We
were ordered to do so using questionable legal tactics that included stop and frisk,
probation searches with no reasonable suspicion of a crime, and a very loose
interpretation of stay-away orders from UC Berkeley.

The only acceptable response to such evidence from multiple officers inside the
unit, seperate from my arbitration or the allegations against me, is an immediate,
comprehensive investigation.  Chief Louis has instead responded with deafening
silence and inaction.  No investigation, no further inquiries.  My intention is for this
practice to stop, and I'm afraid now that it will not.  

As a result of this inaction, at the conclusion of my arbitration I will be releasing to
the public hundreds of DTF/Bike Force text messages, e-mails, sworn testimony
transcripts, public arrest records, and photographs that clearly outline a practice of
illegal arrest quotas, racism, evidence suppression, lying, and quid pro quos inside
that unit.

My plea is that you delay the permanency of the BPD Chief of Police until this
information is reviewed, and hopefully one day formally investigated.  If at that



point Chief Jennifer Louis is deemed the best leader of the Berkeley Police
department then that is a fair decision, but I believe doing so now, absent any
investigation, will be a disservice to the citizens of Berkeley.

I am attaching a few DTF/Bike Force group text messages from Sgt. Kacalek,
myself, and other DTF/Bike Force members that begin to tell the story and that I
would consider the tip of the iceberg.

Sincerely,
Corey Shedoudy
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